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Abstract
The inclusive production cross sections for forward jets, as well for jets in dijet events
with at least one jet emitted at central and the other at forward pseudorapidities,
are measured in the range of transverse momenta pT = 35–150 GeV/c in proton-
proton collisions at
√
s = 7 TeV by the CMS experiment at the LHC. Forward jets
are measured within pseudorapidities 3.2 < |η| < 4.7, and central jets within the
|η| < 2.8 range. The differential cross sections d2σ/dpT dη are compared to pre-
dictions from three approaches in perturbative quantum chromodynamics: (i) next-
to-leading-order calculations obtained with and without matching to parton-shower
Monte Carlo simulations, (ii) PYTHIA and HERWIG parton-shower event generators
with different tunes of parameters, and (iii) CASCADE and HEJ models, including dif-
ferent non-collinear corrections to standard single-parton radiation. The single-jet
inclusive forward jet spectrum is well described by all models, but not all predictions
are consistent with the spectra observed for the forward-central dijet events.
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Jet production in hadron-hadron collisions is sensitive to the nature of the underlying parton-
parton scattering processes, to the details of parton radiation, as well as to the parton distri-
bution functions (PDF) of the colliding hadrons [1]. The jet cross sections at large transverse
momenta (pT) measured at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) [2, 3] as well as at previous col-
liders [4, 5], are well described over several orders of magnitude by perturbative quantum
chromodynamics (pQCD). However, the measurements are often limited to central pseudora-
pidities (|η| . 3), with η = − log [tan (θ/2)] where θ is the polar angle of the jet with respect to
the beam axis. In this region of phase space, the momentum fractions x1 and x2 of the incoming
partons are of the same magnitude. Jets emitted at small polar angles (|η| & 3) usually arise
from collisions between partons of significantly different momentum fractions x2  x1, and
thereby probe regions of PDF with contributions from small as well as large x values, which,
especially for gluons, are less well constrained by deep-inelastic scattering data [6]. In the
phase space considered in this paper, gluons participate in about 80% of the partonic interac-
tions that lead to forward jet production, with paired parton momentum fractions of the order
of x2 ≈ 10−4 and x1 ≈ 0.2 [7].
The type of dijet final states studied in this analysis also provides information on multi-parton
production processes with large separations in pseudorapidity whose theoretical description
involves multiple scales and possibly large logarithmic contributions. Such event topologies
may show deviations from the parton radiation patterns expected from the standard Dokshit-
zer-Gribov-Lipatov-Altarelli-Parisi (DGLAP) evolution equations [8–11], as modelled in the ap-
proaches of e.g. Balitski-Fadin-Kuraev-Lipatov (BFKL) [12–14], Ciafaloni-Catani-Fiorani-Mar-
chesini (CCFM) [15–18], or gluon saturation [19]. Understanding the dynamics of forward jet
production, either with or without accompanying central jets, is also essential for modelling
multijet backgrounds at the LHC, e.g. in Higgs boson searches in channels involving vector-
boson fusion [20] or requiring a central-jet veto [21], as well as in extracting vector-boson scat-
tering cross sections [22].
The Compact Muon Solenoid (CMS) detector provides a calorimetric coverage to study jet pro-
duction over a range of jet pseudorapidities as large as ∆η ≈ 10 which has not been reached
heretofore. The study presented here considers the measurement of central and forward jets
with maximum rapidity separations of ∆η ≈ 6 similar to a recent ATLAS study [23]. Here, the
inclusive production of forward jets, as well as that of forward jets produced in conjunction
with central jets, is studied in data collected with the CMS detector at the LHC during 2010 in
proton-proton (pp) collisions at a centre-of-mass energy of 7 TeV. The distributions of interest
include the single-jet inclusive differential cross section d2σ/dpT dη for forward jets, as well
as the differential cross sections d2σ/dp fT dη
f and d2σ/dpcT dη
c for the simultaneous produc-
tion of at least one forward jet ( f ) in conjunction with at least one central jet (c). The axis of
the forward jet is required to be in the fiducial acceptance of the hadron forward calorimeters
(3.2 < |η| < 4.7), and that of the central jet within |η| < 2.8. The concurrent measurement of at
least one jet in both η regions is referred to as “dijet” in the following.
The final jet spectra are fully corrected to the level of stable particles (lifetime τ with cτ > 10 mm)
coming out from the proton-proton interaction (which we will refer to as “particle-level” here-
after), and compared with predictions from several Monte Carlo (MC) event generators, such
as PYTHIA 6 (version 6.422) [24], PYTHIA 8 (version 8.135) [25], HERWIG 6 (version 6.510.3) [26]
+ JIMMY [27], and HERWIG++ (version 2.3) [28]. The data are also compared to next-to-leading-
order (NLO) pQCD predictions obtained either with NLOJET++ [29, 30] corrected for non-
perturbative effects, or with the POWHEG package [31] which implements a matching to PYTHIA
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or HERWIG parton showers. In addition, the measured distributions are compared to results
from the CASCADE (version 2.2.04) [32, 33] and HEJ [34, 35] programs. CASCADE includes par-
ton radiation from QCD evolution in 1/x and HEJ includes extra contributions from wide-angle
gluon radiation, that are not provided in the other models.
This paper is organised as follows. Sections 2 and 3 describe the experimental apparatus and
the data sample used in the analysis. Jet reconstruction and energy corrections are presented
in Sections 4 and 5, respectively. The results and their associated uncertainties, discussed in
Section 6, are compared to theoretical expectations in Section 7, and the conclusions are sum-
marised in Section 8.
2 Experimental setup
The CMS detector is described in Ref. [36]. Only the detector systems used in this analysis are
discussed hereafter. The central feature of the CMS detector is a superconducting solenoid that
provides an axial magnetic field of 3.8 T parallel to the beam axis. Charged particle trajecto-
ries are measured using silicon pixels and strip trackers that cover the pseudorapidity region
|η| < 2.5. An electromagnetic crystal calorimeter (ECAL) and a brass/scintillator hadron cal-
orimeter (HCAL) surround the tracking volume and cover |η| < 3.0. A forward quartz-fibre
Cherenkov hadron calorimeter (HF) extends the coverage to |η| = 5.2.
The relevant detector components for the reconstruction of jets in this work are the ECAL and
HCAL central calorimeters [37, 38], as well as the HF forward calorimeters [39]. The ECAL cells
are grouped in quasi-projective towers of granularity in pseudorapidity and azimuthal angle
of ∆η × ∆φ = 0.0174×0.0174 in the barrel (|η| < 1.5), and of 0.05×0.05 in the endcap (1.5 <
|η| < 3.0). The HCAL has a tower granularity as small as ∆η × ∆φ = 0.087×0.087. The HCAL,
when combined with the ECAL, measures jets with a resolution ∆E/E ≈ 100 %/√E (GeV)⊕
5 %. The HF calorimeters consist of steel absorbers containing embedded radiation-hard quartz
fibres, located at ±11.2 m from the centre of the CMS detector, and cover the region 2.9 <
|η| < 5.2. Half of the fibres run over the full longitudinal depth of the absorber, while the
other half start at a depth of 22 cm from the front face of each detector. The segmentation of the
HF calorimeters is 0.175× 0.175, except for |η| > 4.7, where it is 0.175× 0.35. The HF energy
resolution is ∼200%/√E(GeV).
3 Data selection
For online selection, CMS uses a two-level trigger system consisting of a Level-1 and a High
Level Trigger (HLT). The HLT searches for jets using an iterative cone algorithm [40, 41] of
radius R =
√
(∆η)2 + (∆φ)2 = 0.5. Events for the inclusive forward-jet analysis were selected
with a trigger requiring a minimum jet transverse energy of 15 GeV within |η| < 5.2, while
the events used in the dijet measurement were taken with a dijet trigger requiring two jets
with summed calorimeter transverse energy above 30 GeV also within |η| < 5.2. The total data
sample collected at luminosities of about 1030 cm−2 s−1 corresponds to an integrated luminosity
of (3.14 ± 0.14) pb−1. Trigger efficiencies are determined from the ratio of the yield of events
containing either forward or forward-central jets that pass the HLT requirements over the yield
of events that pass the minimum-bias and low-threshold (6 GeV) jet-monitor triggers. In all
cases, the HLT is fully efficient for single jets with calibrated pT > 35 GeV/c.
All events are required to have a primary vertex reconstructed from at least 5 tracks, consis-
tent with the known transverse position of the beams and within ±24 cm of the centre of the
3detector along the longitudinal direction. Events are further filtered out in the pixel detector,
by requiring more than 25% well-reconstructed tracks in events with 10 or more tracks [42].
Events with anomalous noise in HF calorimeters, e.g. due to energetic charged particles that
interact in the window of the HF photo-multipliers, are flagged with different algorithms and
rejected. These selection criteria reject non-collision and beam-related backgrounds and are
highly efficient (∼100%) for the final states in this analysis.
4 Jet reconstruction
The anti-kT jet clustering algorithm [43, 44] is used to reconstruct forward and central jets with
a distance parameter R = 0.5. The inputs to the clustering correspond to depositions of energies
in calorimeter cells and their angles relative to the beam axis. A four-momentum is associated
to each jet by summing the energy of the cells above a given threshold, assuming zero mass
for each cell deposit, with momentum components specified by the angles of each cell relative
to the point of interaction given by the main event vertex [45]. In the central region, jets are
obtained from signals in calorimeter towers with energies in at least one HCAL cell, and from
their geometrically corresponding ECAL crystals. In the forward region, jets are reconstructed
using Cherenkov-light signals collected in both the HF short and long quartz readout fibres.
The central and forward jet regions are defined, respectively, as |η| < 2.8 and 3.2 < |η| < 4.7,
where η corresponds to the reconstructed jet axis vector applied on the interaction point. Both
|η| ranges guarantee full jet reconstruction within the maximum calorimeters limits taking into
account the jet size parameter of R = 0.5. All jets are required to have a transverse momentum
above pT = 35 GeV/c. If more than one jet is present in either the central or forward region,
the one with highest pT is considered in this analysis. Central jets are required to satisfy the
calorimeter quality criteria of Ref. [45]. In the HF calorimeter, the applied jet quality selections
remove unphysical energy depositions. These criteria require each jet to have a minimum (pT-
dependent) number of HF cells clustered into a jet, and the fraction of the electromagnetic to
total jet energies to be above a parameterised threshold.
5 Jet energy corrections
The jet pT spectra reconstructed from the calorimeter energies are corrected to account for the
following systematic effects: (i) pT- and η-dependent response of the calorimeters, and possible
overlap with other proton-proton interactions (pileup), and (ii) an “unfolding” of the impact
of the jet energy resolution on the migration of events across pT bins, and thereby correct the
measured spectrum to the particle-level through comparison with MC events, as discussed
below.
The reconstructed jet energy scale (JES) is first calibrated using data based on balancing the pT
values in dijet and in photon-jet events, as well as from MC simulations [45]. The ensuing JES
corrections adjust the energies according to the relative η and pT dependencies of the response
of the ECAL, HCAL and HF calorimeters. These corrections, with values from 1.0 to 1.2 for
HF, set the absolute energies to their calibrated JES values and also account for the extra pileup
energy. The latter effect is very small in this analysis which is mostly based on data collected
with un-prescaled low-pT jet triggers during the early running of the LHC with an average of
∼2.2 collisions per colliding pair of proton bunches.
Figure 1 shows the reconstructed pT spectrum for: (a) inclusive forward jets, and (b) central and
(c) forward jets in dijet events. These are compared to MC events passed through full detector
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simulation based on GEANT [46], and analysed in the same way as the data. The data shown
are calibrated through the JES normalisation, but not unfolded. The cross sections in each
interval of η and pT are divided by their bin-widths. With the simulated events normalised
to the integrated luminosity used in this analysis, all the models considered provide inclusive
forward jet spectra consistent with the data, but tend to overestimate the absolute cross sections
measured in forward-central dijet events as discussed later.
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Figure 1: Measured differential cross sections for jets as a function of pT, before unfolding
the energy resolution (black dots), compared to detector-level MC simulations generated with
different versions of PYTHIA and HERWIG (histograms) for (a) inclusive forward jets, and for
(b) central and (c) forward jets in dijet events.
The second correction (unfolding) of the measured jet spectrum is applied to account for the
finite energy resolution of the calorimeters. Although the bin size of the presented pT dis-
tributions equals or exceeds the experimental resolution, the combination of a steeply falling
pT-spectrum and calorimeter resolutions leads to migration of events across bins that can dis-
tort the distribution in pT. At central rapidities, the relative resolution in jet pT, obtained from
studies of pT imbalances in dijet events in data and in MC simulations, changes from 15 to 8%
in the pT range of interest. For forward jets, the relative resolution in pT, derived from full-
simulation studies and confirmed by the momentum imbalance in dijet data, is below 12% for
pT > 35 GeV/c. In the pT ≈ 35–80 GeV/c range, the transverse momentum resolution for HF
jets is better than for central jets because of the cosh(η)-boost factor for the total energy de-
posited in the calorimeter at forward rapidities [7]. Two methods are used to account for the
bin-migration effect:
(i) Exploiting the fact that MC simulations (Fig. 1) reproduce the pT-dependence of the in-
clusive forward-jet spectrum, and that the simulated spectra for dijet events can be re-
weighted to match the shape of the measured distributions, the MC samples are used
to study the bin-to-bin migrations. The correction factors have also been cross-checked
by inverting the response matrix obtained from the MC information, albeit with limited
statistics, through the application of different unfolding algorithms [47].
(ii) The measured jet pT spectrum is fitted to some parameterised function f (pT) [48, 49], the
result of which can be smeared using the known (Gaussian) jet resolutions [2, 45]. The
parameters of the model are then defined by fitting the smeared transverse pT spectrum
5F(pT) to the measured f (pT), and using the ratio of both distributions for the final cor-
rection [2].
The difference between the results of the two methods is below 10% for all pT bins. The factors
obtained with the MC method are used to correct the mean values of pT, while the results
from the fits are used to assess the associated systematic uncertainties. The MC-based method
also takes into account various final-state effects, such as hadronisation and particle decays,
which affect the final energy clustered into jets. The corresponding bin-by-bin factors thus





where NMChad(pT, η) and N
MC
det (pT, η) are the jet event yields determined after hadronisation and
after full simulation, respectively. The factor NMChad(pT, η) is obtained by averaging the predic-
tions from PYTHIA 6 with HERWIG 6+JIMMY, which provide different modelling of parton-to-
hadron processes, one based on string and the other on cluster fragmentation, respectively.
The unfolding correction factors obtained for the two event generators differ by less than 5%,
as shown in the left panel of Fig. 2. (The average of the two MC predictions is shown in the two
right panels.) The hatched band in all panels indicates the uncertainty obtained by changing
the jet pT resolution by ±10%, and covers the range of differences found for the two methods
of unfolding the data.
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Figure 2: The bin-by-bin unfolding correction factors as a function of pT for (a) inclusive for-
ward jets, and for (b) central and (c) forward jets in dijet events. Panel (a) shows the individual
correction factors obtained with PYTHIA 6 and HERWIG 6, while (b) and (c) show the average
values obtained for the two MC generators (black histograms). The hatched band represents
the uncertainties assigned to the correction factors as described in the text.
6 Determination of jet cross sections and systematic uncertain-
ties
The final data sample contains events with at least one forward jet or at least a forward and
a central jet satisfying the selections described in Section 3. The corresponding numbers of





L · εt ·
Nevts
∆pT · ∆η . (2)
6 6 Determination of jet cross sections and systematic uncertainties
The factor Chad accounts for bin-to-bin migrations due to pT resolution and detector to particle
corrections, Eq. (1), L is the total integrated luminosity, εt is the efficiency of the jet trigger, and
∆pT and ∆η are the sizes of the bins in pT and η, respectively. The jet triggers have a εt = 100%
efficiency for all pT and η values considered in this paper with a negligible contribution to the
total systematic uncertainty.
There are three primary sources of systematic uncertainty in the jet cross sections measure-
ments:
(i) Jet energy scale in the calorimeters. At forward rapidities, the HF calorimeter has a JES
calibration uncertainty that varies between 3 and 6%, depending on the pT and η of the
reconstructed jet [45]. This uncertainty must be convoluted with that associated with a
∼0.8 GeV energy shift per pileup-event due to the presence of other hadrons around the
forward jet axis. The JES uncertainties of the central calorimeters have typical values
between 2.5 and 3.5% [45]. The uncertainty from pileup energy has been studied by
comparing central jet pT distributions with and without the requirement to have only
one primary vertex in the event. The central jet pT spectra under these two conditions are
found to differ by less than 5%. The JES uncertainties, propagated to the steeply falling
jet spectra (inverse power-law pT distributions with exponent of n ≈ 5), translate into
uncertainties of the order of ±(20–30)% in the final forward and central jet cross sections.
(ii) Unfolding procedure and pT resolution (Chad factor). The ±10% uncertainty on the jet
pT resolution (Fig. 2) translates into an uncertainty of 3 to 6% (increasing with pT) on
the final cross sections. An additional uncertainty of 3%, from the model dependence
of the correction factors defined by the difference between the PYTHIA 6 and HERWIG 6
generators used to unfold the cross sections, is added in quadrature.
(iii) Luminosity. The uncertainty of the integrated pp luminosity results in a 4% uncertainty
on the overall normalisation of the spectra [50].
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Figure 3: Systematic uncertainties as a function of jet pT for (a) inclusive forward production,
and for (b) central and (c) forward jet spectra in dijet events. The outer limits of the grey
areas show the overall uncertainties, from adding in quadrature uncertainties from the JES, the
unfolding and the luminosity.
In all pT bins of the measured cross sections, the statistical uncertainty (of the order of 1–2% in
the low pT bin and 5–10% in the highest) is small relative to the systematic uncertainty obtained
by adding all contributions in quadrature. The latter amounts to ∼30% and is dominated by
7the uncertainty on the calibration of the jet energy scale. The different contributions to the
systematic uncertainty are shown as a function of jet pT in Fig. 3 for the three pT distributions
of interest. The grey areas show the total uncertainty, while the two hatched areas indicate the
uncertainties on the JES and the unfolding procedure. Table 1 tabulates the measured, fully-
corrected pT-differential jet cross sections and their associated uncertainties.
Table 1: Measured pT-dependent differential cross sections for inclusive forward jets (second
column), and for central (third column) and forward (last column) jets in dijet events. The first
(second) uncertainty reflects the statistical (systematic) contribution.
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× 103 (10± 0.1+2.6−2.2)× 103 (21± 0.2+5.4−0.5)× 103








× 103 (9.2± 0.1+2.2−1.8)× 103








× 103 (2.9± 0.06+0.7−0.6)× 103
72 − 90 (79.2) 880± 10+200−180 590± 20+130−120 690± 30+170−140
90 − 120 (101.0) 115± 4+40−25 135± 6+33−25 110± 8+25−25
120 − 150 (132.0) 10± 1.2+3−3 28± 3+7−5 10± 2.3+3−3
7 Results and comparison to theory
7.1 Theoretical predictions
The measured differential jet cross sections are compared to predictions from different pQCD
approaches: (i) general-purpose event generators PYTHIA 6 (version 6.422) with D6T and Z2
tunes [24, 51], PYTHIA 8 (version 8.135) with Tune 1 [25], HERWIG 6 (version 6.510.3) [26] with
underlying-event modelled with JIMMY [27], and HERWIG++ (version 2.3) [28], (ii) NLO cal-
culations obtained with the POWHEG package [52] (matched with PYTHIA and HERWIG parton
showers) as well as with NLOJET++ [29] within the FASTNLO [53] package, for different sets of
parton densities, and (iii) the CASCADE (version 2.2.04) [54, 55] and HEJ [34, 35] codes.
The PYTHIA and HERWIG Monte Carlo event generators are based on standard collinear (DGLAP)
evolution, where the parton shower can be developed by ordering the parton splittings in pT
(in the Z2 tune, in Tune 1, or in combination with the POWHEG NLO generator) or in virtuality
Q2 (in the D6T tune). HERWIG uses angular ordering for shower evolution. The PYTHIA 6 and
HERWIG 6 event generators use the CTEQ6L PDF [56], whereas CTEQ5L [57] has been used for
PYTHIA 8, and the MRST2001 PDF [58] for HERWIG++. The default NLOJET++ calculation is
run with CT10 [59], and POWHEG is run with the CTEQ6M PDF [56] plus PYTHIA 6 (Perugia 0
tune [60]) and HERWIG 6 for the parton showering and hadronisation. The default renormali-
sation and factorisation scales have been set to µr = µf = pT for both NLO calculations. The
CASCADE Monte Carlo program, based on resummation of leading logarithms in virtuality Q2
and in parton momentum fraction x, as implemented in the CCFM evolution equations, uses
the Set-A unintegrated parton distributions [61] and a cut on the pT of the matrix-element par-
tons of 14 GeV/c. The HEJ event generator uses the MSTW2008NLO PDFs [62] and provides, at
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parton level, an all-order description of the dominant radiative corrections for hard, wide-angle
emissions.
Before comparing the data to parton-level predictions such as NLOJET++ or HEJ, the uncertain-
ties from non-perturbative (NP) effects must be determined. Such effects include energy lost
from the jet in the hadronisation process or “splashed-in” from the underlying event (UE) into
the jet, and are estimated as in Ref. [63], by comparing the PYTHIA 6 and HERWIG 6+JIMMY
parton-level spectra with the corresponding particle-level predictions after hadronisation and
UE activity. Each MC program has a different way of modelling parton hadronisation and
multiparton interactions, that results in different UE characteristics. The NP correction factors
amount to 1.10 (1.02) at the lowest (highest) pT bin considered in this study. Half of the differ-
ence between these two predictions, displayed as a function of forward jet pT in Fig. 4, is taken
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Figure 4: Uncertainties on the predicted NLO inclusive forward jet spectrum. Plot (a) shows
the contributions from non-perturbative effects, choice of PDF and the value of the strong cou-
pling αS (computed with the PDF4LHC prescription), and uncertainties associated with the
renormalization and fragmentation scales. Plot (b) shows the uncertainties from NP, PDF and
αS (obtained with HERAPDF1.0), and the theoretical scales. Total uncertainties are obtained by
adding quadratically the uncertainties on NP, PDF and the scales.
For NLO predictions (NLOJET++ and POWHEG), the uncertainties associated with the PDF and
the strong coupling αS can be estimated following the PDF4LHC interim recommendation [64].
The uncertainty on the PDF is estimated from the maximum envelope obtained from the 68%
confidence-level eigenvectors (CL68) of the CT10, MSTW2008 and NNPDF2.1 [65] sets. The
uncertainty from the value of the strong coupling αS is derived from separate fits using the
CT10 PDF, where αS(MZ) is changed by ±0.002, and is added in quadrature to the uncertainty
on the PDF. The uncertainty associated with higher-order corrections neglected in the NLO cal-
culation has been evaluated by changing the renormalisation and factorisation scales by factors
proportional to the jet pT in the following six combinations: (µr, µf) = (pT/2,pT/2), (pT/2,pT),
(pT,pT/2), (pT,2pT), (2pT,pT) and (2pT,2pT) [66]. Figure 4 (a) shows all the sources of theoretical
uncertainty. The NP corrections dominate for pT < 60 GeV/c, whereas uncertainties on PDF and
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αS dominate above that pT. Scale uncertainties are less important at all transverse momenta.
These three sources of uncertainty are added in quadrature into a single band representing the
NLO theoretical uncertainty.
An independent cross-check of the uncertainty due to the PDF choice is given in Fig. 4(b), which
shows the same uncertainties for NP and scale, but with the PDF envelope obtained by using
the HERAPDF1.0 parton densities [6]. The 33 HERAPDF1.0 PDF eigenvalues correspond to
68% CL intervals of this PDF that account for experimental, model and parametrisation uncer-
tainties on the fit to HERA data. Two more HERAPDF1.0 fits, with αs changed by ±1 standard
deviation of the world-average value (0.1176±0.002) [67], are also checked, and the correspond-
ing effect added in quadrature to the PDF uncertainty. For jets at high pT, this uncertainty is
larger than the one obtained with the PDF4LHC prescription, as the HERAPDF1.0 sets have
fewer constraints on the gluon density at high-x than other globally-fitted PDF, and because
HERAPDF also includes extra uncertainties on the initial shape of the parton distributions.
7.2 Inclusive forward spectrum
The fully corrected inclusive forward jet cross section as a function of pT is shown in Fig. 5(a)
compared to the models discussed above. The data points are plotted at the “true” centre of the
pT distribution in that bin [68]. The experimental systematic uncertainty (Fig. 3) is shown as a
grey band. Figure 5(b) shows the ratio of theoretical to experimental jet cross sections, including
the NLO band of uncertainty (Fig. 4). Within the theoretical and experimental uncertainties, the
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Figure 5: (a) Inclusive jet cross section at forward pseudorapidities (3.2 < |η| < 4.7), fully
corrected and unfolded, compared to particle-level predictions from PYTHIA 6, PYTHIA 8, HER-
WIG 6, NLOJET++ corrected for non-perturbative effects, POWHEG, CASCADE and HEJ. (b) Ratio
of theory/data for the forward jet spectrum. The error bars on all data points (which, in (a),
are smaller than the size of the markers) reflect just statistical uncertainties, with systematic
uncertainties plotted as grey bands. The dark band in (b) shows the theoretical uncertainty on
the NLO predictions.
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To gauge the sensitivity of the forward jet measurement to the underlying parton densities in
the proton, Fig. 6 shows the NLO predictions compared to the data in the form of bin-by-bin
ratios of data to theory (which is used instead of theory/data to improve graphical presentation
at high pT where the reference NLO prediction is not statistically limited). A similar study for
jets measured by CMS at central rapidities can be found in Ref. [69]. Uncertainties from NP
corrections and the renormalisation and factorisation scale variations, common to all theoretical
predictions, are added in quadrature and represented by the dashed (magenta) lines around the
ratio at unity in Figs. 6(b) and (c). Uncertainties on individual PDF sets are displayed as bands.
To improve the readability, the comparisons to data are performed separately in panel (a) using
the central values of all investigated PDF sets relative to CT10, in panel (b) for MSTW2008 and
NNPDF2.1, and in panel (c) for HERAPDF1.0 and ABKM09.
All NLO predictions for different PDF are similar and consistent with the data, although they
tend to systematically overestimate the central values of the measured forward jet cross sections
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Figure 6: Ratio of the inclusive forward jet spectrum for data over the NLO predictions using
the CT10 PDF, as a function of pT, shown with the statistical (error bars) as well as systematic
uncertainties (grey band). Additional predictions are shown in (a) for all the central PDF pre-
dictions (curves), (b) for the MSTW2008 and NNPDF2.1 sets, and in (c) for the HERAPDF1.0
and ABKM09 PDF. The corresponding PDF uncertainties are shown as coloured bands around
the ratios. Common theoretical uncertainties from choices of scale and non-perturbative cor-
rections are indicated by dashed (magenta) curves in (b) and (c).
7.3 Forward-central dijet spectra
The fully corrected pT-dependence of the cross section for the simultaneous production of at
least one forward and at least one central jet is presented in Fig. 7 (a) and (c) for central and
in (b) and (d) for forward jets, respectively. The grey bands indicate the systematic uncertain-
ties. The cross sections obtained with PYTHIA 6 (version 6.422) for D6T and Z2 tunes, PYTHIA 8
(version 8.135), POWHEG (using PYTHIA for parton showering and hadronisation), and CAS-
CADE (version 2.2.04) are superimposed on the data in panels (a) and (b), along with those
for HERWIG 6 (version 6.510.3), HERWIG++ (version 2.3), POWHEG (using HERWIG for parton
showering and hadronisation), and HEJ, shown in panels (c) and (d).
The compatibility of the different models with the measured cross sections is examined through
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the ratios of predictions to data as a function of jet pT in Fig. 8. Most models tend to predict
larger values than observed. The HERWIG and HERWIG++ MC event generators that use angu-
lar ordering for parton showering appear to be consistent with the data. The other generators,
and different tunes, do not describe the data over the full range of pT values. PYTHIA 8 with
Tune 1 and PYTHIA 6 with Tune Z2 (pT-ordered showering) describe the data better than Tune
D6T (Q2-ordered showering). The Z2 parameterisation tuned to the underlying event at the
LHC, although reproducing the central jet spectrum more satisfactorily than D6T or PYTHIA 8,
still lies well above the data (the same holds true at lower pT for the forward-jet spectrum). The
discrepancy between PYTHIA and data is therefore only partly reduced through changes of the
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(d)
Figure 7: Differential cross sections as a function of jet pT for dijet events with at least one
central jet ((a) and (c)) and one forward jet ((b) and (d)), compared to predictions from several
models. The error bars on all data points (which, in (a) and (c), are smaller than the size of
the markers) reflect just statistical uncertainties, with systematic uncertainties plotted as grey
bands.
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Figure 8: Ratio of theory to data for differential cross sections as a function of pT, for central
((a) and (c)) and forward ((b) and (d)) jets produced in dijet events. The error bars on all data
points reflect just statistical uncertainties, with systematic uncertainties plotted as grey bands.
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The NLO MC POWHEG matched to the HERWIG parton shower reproduces the dependence on
pT, but not the normalisation, which is overestimated by ∼40%. CASCADE predicts a different
pT-dependence which might come from the initial-state parton showers [55] which are very
sensitive to the unintegrated parton densities. The HEJ code, used only at parton level here,
describes the data reasonably well.
The discrepancies in the comparison of dijet data with MC models are larger for jets at central
values of η in Figs. 8 (a) and (c). In the case of forward jets, the comparison of the inclusive pT
spectrum (Fig. 5) with that requiring the simultaneous presence of a jet in the central pseudo-
rapidity region (Figs. 7 (b) and (d)) shows that the inclusive spectrum is about a factor of four
higher in the lowest pT bin but that both distributions agree progressively better at larger pT
values. This suggests that inclusive forward jets of pT ≈ 35–70 GeV/c may be balanced by other
forward jets or by soft central jets that do not surpass the pT threshold of 35 GeV/c, thereby
producing the overall deficit of central jets in the data shown in Figs. 8 (a) and (c). These results
confirm that the mechanisms for multijet production over large intervals in η currently imple-
mented in QCD models used at the LHC can be further constrained through measurements of
differential distributions like those presented here. This work complements other studies based
on jet multiplicities or on pT-integrated cross sections as a function of the jet ∆η separation.
8 Summary
The inclusive production cross section for forward jets has been measured as a function of pT,
in the pseudorapidity range 3.2 < |η| < 4.7. Also, the single-jet cross section has been mea-
sured for the two leading jets in inclusive dijet events containing at least one forward and one
central jet (defined by the region |η| < 2.8). The data are based on 3.14 pb−1 of integrated
luminosity collected by the CMS detector in proton-proton collisions at
√
s = 7 TeV. Jets were
reconstructed using the anti-kT algorithm (R = 0.5) in the pT range 35–150 GeV/c. The total sys-
tematic uncertainties are ±(20–30)%, dominated by the absolute jet energy scale. Within the
current experimental and theoretical uncertainties, perturbative QCD calculations, as imple-
mented in the parton-shower event generators PYTHIA and HERWIG, as well as in the combined
DGLAP+BFKL resummation of the CASCADE model and with the extra wide-angle gluon radi-
ations included in the HEJ model, are in good agreement with the measured inclusive single-jet
forward cross section. Calculations at NLO accuracy using recent sets of PDF also describe cor-
rectly the pT dependence of the data, although the predicted absolute cross sections are about
20% too large.
For the inclusive dijet events, all PYTHIA tunes are found to overestimate the absolute cross
sections for the simultaneous production of jets above pT = 35 GeV/c in the central and forward
regions. The agreement is poor for the entire central-jet spectrum and at smallest pT for for-
ward jets. The HERWIG event generator provides a better description of both differential cross
sections, including their normalisations. NLO contributions from POWHEG to both of these
parton-shower MC generators enhance the cross sections at all pT and thereby the disagreement
with data. Calculations including resummation of low-x logarithms, as in the CASCADE Monte
Carlo, do not reproduce the central-jet spectrum very well, but alternative approaches that ac-
count for multijet BFKL-like topologies, such as in the HEJ model, show reasonable agreement
with the dijet data. The above measurements provide a valuable test of perturbative QCD in
the forward region of proton-proton collisions at the highest available energies, as well as a
first check of models for multijet production which are relevant to other processes at the LHC,
such as vector-boson fusion, characterised by forward/backward jet production.
14 8 Summary
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